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Abstract

We address the problem of predicting when a dis-
ease will develop, i.e., medical event time (MET),
from a patient’s electronic health record (EHR).
The MET of non-communicable diseases like dia-
betes is highly correlated to cumulative health con-
ditions, more specifically, how much time the pa-
tient spent with specific health conditions in the
past. The common time-series representation is in-
direct in extracting such information from EHR be-
cause it focuses on detailed dependencies between
values in successive observations, not cumulative
information. We propose a novel data represen-
tation for EHR called cumulative stay-time repre-
sentation (CTR), which directly models such cu-
mulative health conditions. We derive a trainable
construction of CTR based on neural networks that
has the flexibility to fit the target data and scala-
bility to handle high-dimensional EHR. Numerical
experiments using synthetic and real-world datasets
demonstrate that CTR alone achieves a high predic-
tion performance, and it enhances the performance
of existing models when combined with them.

1 Introduction
Predicting medical events, such as disease progression, from
electronic health records (EHR) is an important task in med-
ical and healthcare applications [Tan et al., 2020]. The EHR
represents a patient’s health history. Such prediction can as-
sist in providing detailed health guidance, e.g., for early dis-
ease detection, intervention, and the allocation of limited re-
sources in healthcare organizations [Inaguma et al., 2020].

This paper addresses a scenario in which we predict when a
patient will develop some disease after an index date, i.e., the
medical event time (MET), from past observations in EHR, as
shown in Fig. 1 [Liu et al., 2018]. This is a common task in
survival analysis and time-to-event analysis, and we focus on
MET, not just its occurrence. The past observations for each
patient come from a window that spans the initial observa-
tion time to the index date and contain lab test results at each
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Figure 1: We predict when patient will develop disease after index
date from EHR in observation window.

time, as shown in the LHS in Fig. 2. From accumulated EHR
datasets, we learn a prediction model for MET.

A patient’s cumulative health conditions appearing in past
observations in EHR are of help for MET prediction. They
can be interpreted as the cumulative stay-time in specific
health states—more specifically, how much time a patient has
spent with different health conditions. For example, when a
patient has high blood pressure, hyperglycemia, or high body
fat for a long enough period, diseases can develop [James et
al., 2014; Am Diabetes Assoc, 2019]. In particular, for non-
communicable diseases, like diabetes, the cumulative stay-
time is extremely related to their progress and MET.

To utilize information in EHR, the common approach is to
formalize the raw observations in EHR into an ordinary time-
series representation [Zhang, 2019; Rubanova et al., 2019;
Hussain et al., 2021]. In this approach, at each time, we
record the value of each lab test result, as shown in the ta-
ble in Fig. 2. The focus is on the detailed dependencies be-
tween values in successive observations. When we handle
the cumulative stay-time with this representation, prediction
models, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [Zhang,
2019], need to encode values in an entire time series into the
cumulative stay-time. This makes modeling the cumulative
stay-time indirect.

We therefore propose directly extracting the cumulative
stay-time from raw observations in EHR as a novel represen-
tation for EHR, that is, the cumulative stay-time representa-
tion (CTR). In contrast to the time-series representation, we
record the cumulative stay-time at each combination of values
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Figure 2: Ordinary time-series representation.

of lab test results that represents a state, as shown in Fig. 3.
This explicitly represents how long a patient stays in a spe-
cific health state.

Representations for modeling the cumulative stay-time in
specific states and using it in prediction have been proposed
in other domains than EHR modeling, such as for the usage
history of batteries [Takahashi and Idé, 2012] and GPS tra-
jectories [Liao et al., 2018]. However, they are defined only
with discrete state modeling that can be seen as bins of non-
overlapping segmented values for lab test results, as shown in
the table in Fig. 3. As such, they focus on low-dimensional
observations, such as one, two, or three dimensions, and can-
not handle more than several dimensions. This is because the
number of states increases exponentially against the dimen-
sion of observation variables with this state definition. Since
observations in EHR have many more dimensions, it is diffi-
cult to use these approaches on EHR directly.

This paper addresses the above difficulties by deriving
methods for constructing CTR with enough scalability to han-
dle EHR. We first formally derive a general construction of
CTR by using the discrete state. This formalization leads to
further enhancements of CTR with states defined as contin-
uous measurements, CTR-K and CTR-N, which have states
based on kernel functions and neural networks, respectively.
They are more practical variants that avoid exponential in-
creases in the number of states and lead to smooth interpola-
tion between states. In addition, CTR-N can be learned from
data, which enables flexible state modeling.

Contributions. Our main contributions are the following:

• We propose a novel representation for EHR for MET
prediction, CTR, which represents how long a patient
stays in a specific health state. This helps to model the
cumulative health conditions of patients.

• We derive a trainable construction of CTR based on neu-
ral networks that adapts to data flexibly and has scalabil-
ity for high-dimensional EHR.

• Extensive experiments on multiple MET prediction
tasks with synthetic and real-world datasets show the ef-
fectiveness of CTR, especially for EHR with relatively
longer observation periods, where cumulative health
conditions are more crucial for MET. CTR shows modu-
larity high enough to further improve the prediction per-
formance when combined with other models.
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Figure 3: Cumulative stay-time representation.

2 Preliminary
2.1 Medical Event Time Prediction
Our goal is to construct a model for predicting the medical
event time (MET), y > 0, after an index date on the basis of
pairs of past observations and the corresponding timestamps,
{X, t}, which are recorded in the EHR of a patient [Liu et
al., 2018], as shown in Fig. 1. The past observations for each
patient contain M number of observations in an observation
window X ≡ {x{m}}Mm=1, where the m-th observation x{m}

is represented as a D number of lab test results x{m} ∈ RD,
and X thus forms an M × D matrix. The timestamps are
t ≡ {t{m}}Mm=1, where the m-th timestamp is t{m} > 0. We
assume that each patient has an M × D matrix X and M
vector t. Note that observation intervals can vary over time,
and the length of sequence M can be different over patients.

When we take a machine learning-based approach, the raw
observations {X, t} must be formalized into a tractable rep-
resentation that contains enough information for the MET
prediction. We here denote the representation as a function,
z ≡ z(X, t), whose output forms either a vector, matrix, or
tensor depending on the formalization. Once {X, t} is for-
malized into z, we use z as the input of the prediction model,
f(z), and learn it with a general scheme for minimizing the
expected loss:

f∗ ≡ argmin
f

E[L(f(z), y)], (1)

where f∗ is the optimal prediction model, L is the loss func-
tion (e.g., the squared error), and E denotes the expectation
over p(y,X, t). In the Experiments section, we will define a
specific prediction model and loss function for each specific
problem. By using the learned f∗, we can predict y for new
data as ŷ = f∗(z).

2.2 Property for Cumulative Stay-time
Representation

This paper focuses on how to formalize raw observations
{X, t} into a tractable representation, z.We directly model
the cumulative stay-time of a specific patient’s states with the
construction of z. We would like the representation to be:
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(i) Direct to model stay time
How long a patient stays in a specific health con-
dition can make diseases develop, particularly non-
communicable diseases, like diabetes [James et al.,
2014; Am Diabetes Assoc, 2019].

(ii) Explicit to handle variable observation intervals
Observation intervals in EHR can vary over time and
over patients since the observations are recorded when
a patient is treated.

(iii) Scalable to high-dimensional data
Since EHR has high-dimensional observations, the rep-
resentation should not cause combinatorial explosion
against the number of dimensions in observations.

2.3 Representations for EHR
We first discuss the conventional related representations in
this subsection considering the above properties; then, we de-
rive the cumulative stay-time representation (CTR) for EHR
in Section 3.

Ordinary Time-series Representation
In the ordinary time-series representation, raw observations
{X, t} are converted into the representation of a matrix
form, zts ∈ RM×D, whose two-dimensional index respec-
tively represents timestamps and lab test names, as shown
in Fig. 2. This corresponds to directly using the lab test
results X as zts, zts(X, t) ≡ X . In the matrix, succes-
sive observations are put in adjacent rows. Thus, such rep-
resentation helps in modeling the detailed dependencies be-
tween values in successive observations by using, for exam-
ple, RNNs [Xiao et al., 2017; Zhang, 2019], hidden Markov
models (HMMs)[Alaa and van der Schaar, 2019; Hussain et
al., 2021], convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [Cheng et
al., 2016; Makino et al., 2019], ODERNNs [Rubanova et al.,
2019], and Transformers [Luo et al., 2020].

However, when we handle the cumulative stay-time, we
need to consider how long and what state a patient has been in
over entire observations, and similar health states are highly
related to each other even if they are time-distant. In this
case, models need to learn to encode values in an entire time
series into the cumulative stay-time completely from data.
The learning thus becomes indirect and costly, which leads
to degraded performance. These approaches can still han-
dle variable observation intervals by inputting the timestamps
or intervals between observations as additional inputs. Also,
they usually have good scalability for high-dimensional data.
Therefore, we will show the performance difference with the
proposed method in our experiments to investigate their indi-
rectness in modeling stay time in a specific health state.

Cumulative Stay-time Representation
As discussed in Introduction, methods for directly modeling
the cumulative stay-time in specific states have been proposed
in domains other than EHR, e.g., cumulative stay-time for
the internal state of batteries [Takahashi and Idé, 2012], loca-
tion grids against GPS trajectories [Andrienko et al., 2007;
Boukhechba et al., 2018], and indoor positioning using
RFID [Zuo et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2018]. They can handle
variable observation intervals more naturally than the time-
series representation.

The details of this approach and its practical limitations
in EHR modeling will be described in Section 3.1. In
brief, these methods do not have enough scalability for high-
dimensional data because of their discrete state modeling and
have not been defined formally with further extendibility. In
this paper, we formally derive this approach as the cumulative
stay-time representation with discrete states (CTR-D) and ex-
tend its state definition with a kernel function and trainable
neural networks to address a higher dimensional case of EHR.

Other Representations
Representations for temporal observations other than time-
series representations and CTR have been studied as reviewed
in [Fu, 2011], such as methods based on binarization [Bag-
nall et al., 2006] and segmented subsequences [Lovrić et al.,
2014]. Changing the domain from time into other domains
based such as on the Fourier transform [Agrawal et al., 1993]
and tensor factorization [Ho et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016;
Yin et al., 2019] is another common way. These methods as-
sume high frequency and regular observation intervals, which
is not the case in our scenario.

3 CTR: Cumulative Stay-time Representation
We propose a cumulative stay-time representation, CTR, for
directly modeling the cumulative stay-time of a specific pa-
tient’s states as a novel formalization of raw observations in
EHR.

3.1 CTR-D: CTR with Discrete States
We convert raw observations {X, t} into the cumulative stay-
time at a finite K number of states as K-dimensional vector
z, whose k-th element is zk > 0. Each state represents a
combination of observed attribute values and can be seen as a
bin segmented by a lattice that defines the value range of each
attribute in each state, as shown in Fig. 3. We cumulatively
fill each bin with the stay time of which the raw observation
falls into the corresponding value ranges.

By using the state function s(x{m}) ∈ {0, 1}K , which out-
puts a one-hot vector representing the current state for input
observation x{m}, CTR z is defined as

z(X, t) ≡
∑
m

d{m}s
(
x{m}

)
, (2)

where d{m} ≡ λt
{M}−t{m}

(t{m} − t{m−1})

where d{m} is the stay time for them-th observation, which is
estimated by calculating the difference between consecutive
timestamps t{m} and t{m−1} with decay for weighting newer
observations. λ is the decay rate and is optimized in training.
Since the output of the function s(x{m}) is a one-hot vector,
only one element in the vector can become 1, and the others
are 0, so the index for the element with value 1 represents the
current state of the patient. Thus, for the m-th observation,
the element in d{m}s

(
x{m}

)
with the current state becomes

just d{m}, and the others are 0. Through the summation of
d{m}s

(
x{m}

)
over m, each element of z represents the sum

of the stay time in each state over the observations. Also,
from Eq. (2), this representation can explicitly handle variable
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Algorithm 1 Cumulative stay-time representation

Input: Raw observations {X, t} and state function s(•)
Output: Cumulative stay-time representation, CTR, z

1: Initialize: z ← 0
2: for m = 1 to M (which can be parallelized over m)
3: s{m} ← s(x{m})

4: d{m} ← λt
{M}−t{m}

(t{m} − t{m−1})
5: z ← z + d{m}s{m}

observation intervals without any additional encoding. The
algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.

The state function s(x{m}) is defined by the indication
function I , which always outputs a K-dimensional one-hot
vector representing the current state:

s(x{m}) ≡ I
(
x{m},A

)
, (3)

where A ∈ {ak}Kk=1 is the K number of non-overlapping
collectively exhaustive value segments. The detailed defini-
tion of ak and the k-th element of the function I are in the
appendix. If x{m} falls into the k-th segment, only the k-th el-
ement of I

(
x{m},A

)
becomes 1, and the others are 0 because

of the non-overlapping segmentation. An example segmenta-
tion is shown in the table in Fig. 3, which is based on equally
spaced boundaries over the value range of x{m}, [-1, -0.5, 0,
0.5, 1], where x{m}d is defined in [−1, 1). For example, in a
3-dimensional case, K = 43 = 64.

We call CTR in Eq. (2) with the state function in Eq. (3)
CTR with discrete states (CTR-D). The discretely defined
state s(x{m}) is easy to understand. When the number of
attributes in x is small enough, we can practically use the
function s(x{m}) in Eq. (3) for computing z.

However, since the number of combinations representing
states grows exponentially with the number of attributes D,
CTR-D cannot handle more than a few variables. Obser-
vations in EHR have many more attributes in general. For
example, when we set the number of segments to 100, K
becomes 100D, which quickly causes a combinatorial explo-
sion according to the number of attributes D. Also, the non-
continuous boundary prevents generalization between adja-
cent states, though adjacent states should represent states sim-
ilar to each other because of the shared boundaries between
them in our definition in Eq. (3) (see also Appendix A). We
thus extend the function s(x{m}) into a more practical one in
the following sections.

3.2 CTR-K: CTR with Kernel-defined States
For mitigating the exponential growth in the number of states,
we change the definition of states in Eq. (2) from discrete, i.e.,
what variable values an observation has, to continuous, i.e.,
how close an observation is to some basis vectors, as shown
in Fig. 3. Continuous states are no longer represented as a
one-hot vector corresponding to a unique state; they are rep-
resented as a weight vector determining at what proportion
we assign the current stay time to each state represented by
bases. In this case, the number of states is limited to the num-
ber of bases and does not grow exponentially. This also leads

to interpolation between states and can smoothly represent
intermediate states between the states.

We use a kernel function that represents affinities to bases
for observations, where we construct the continuous state
vector by assigning different values to multiple elements ac-
cording to the affinities. The state function sK(x{m}) ∈ RK

based on the kernel function φ is defined as

sK(x
{m}) ≡ φ

(
x{m},B

)
, (4)

where B ≡ {b{k}}Kk=1 is the K number of bases, and
b{k} ∈ RD is the k-th basis. For example, sK(x{m}) =
{0, 0.3, 0.7, 0, ..., 0} means that we assign the stay time for
the m-th observation with weights of 0.3 and 0.7 to the sec-
ond and third states, respectively, in the summation in Eq. (2).
Bases can be randomly sampled from the training set. When
the observation variables are real-valued, as in our scenario,
the choice ofφ is an RBF kernel, whose definition is provided
in Appendix B. We can also use other kernels, such as tf-idf
vector + cosine similarity [Rajaraman and Ullman, 2011], for
binary features.

We call CTR in Eq. (2) with the state function in Eq. (4)
CTR with kernel-defined states (CTR-K).

3.3 CTR-N: CTR with Neural Network-defined
States

Additionally, we can consider the requirement for continuous
state sK(x{m}) in Eq. (4) to represent a similar observation
with a similar weight vector. Such a vector can also be mod-
eled with neural networks since they are trained to produce
similar outputs from similar inputs.

We thus extend sK(x{m}) to sN(x{m}) ∈ RK by replacing
kernel function φ with a trainable neural network, g, e.g.,
multilayer perceptron (MLP), that produces a state-indicating
weight vector similar to φ, as

sN(x
{m}) ≡ g

(
x{m},θg

)
, (5)

where θg are parameters for the neural network. The outputs
of the final layer for g should be normalized, such as by the
softmax function, as a weight vector, and the number of the
outputs is K. The specific neural network structure for g is
shown in the Experiments section.

We call CTR in Eq. (2) with the state function in Eq. (5)
CTR with neural network-defined states (CTR-N). This rep-
resentation can be learned from data and thus provides more
flexibility in adjusting the state definition to target data. Also,
in contrast to CTR-D and CTR-K, CTR-N does not require
having to choose the state boundaries or the bases.

Formally, the following lemma characterizes CTR-K and
CTR-N with respect to the three properties: (i) direct to model
stay time, (ii) explicit to handle variable observation intervals,
and (iii) scalable to high-dimensional data:
Lemma 1. (i) Every element in z(X, t) is a linear function
of stay time d. Hence, z(X, t) is a direct representation of
stay time. (ii) z(X, t) is a function of an observation inter-
val t{m} − t{m−1}. (iii) The number of dimensions in sK(x)
and that of the corresponding z(X, t) depend on the num-
ber of bases, not the number of attributes in x, D. Also, the
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Figure 4: Comparison of C-index on (a) Synthetic and (b) Physionet
(higher is better).

number of dimensions in sN(x) and that of the corresponding
z(X, t) depend on the number of outputs of g, not D.

The ordinary time-series representation zts(X, t) does not
satisfy (i). CTR-D does not satisfy (iii).

Gradients for learning model parameters. We minimize
Eq. (1) by using gradient-based optimization methods. We
learn f on the basis of Eqs. (1) and (2) by using the gradients
for the model parameters for f , θf , as

∂L
∂θf

=E

[
∂L
∂f

∂f

∂θf

]
, (6)

where we omit the inputs of the functions for simplicity.
For CTR-N, in addition to learning f , we learn the param-

eters θg of neural network g in (5), which represents the state
sN(x

{m}). The gradients for θg can be derived as

∂L
∂θg

=E

[
∂L
∂f

∂f

∂z

∑
m

d{m}
∂g
(
x{m},θg

)
∂θg

]
. (7)

4 Experiments
We assessed the prediction performance of our method CTR
in numerical experiments to show the effectiveness of directly
modeling the cumulative stay-time.

Evaluation metric. We report the mean and standard error
of the concordance index (C-index) [Liu et al., 2018] across
5-fold cross-validation, each with a different randomly sam-
pled training-testing split. The C-index becomes a high value
when regressed MET values follow the true ordering, and it
can handle censored data, which is essential for our applica-
tion with EHR. For each fold of the cross-validation, we ran-
domly sampled 20% of the training set for use as a validation
set to determine the best hyperparameters for each method,
where hyperparameters providing the highest C-index in the
validation set were chosen.

Implementations for CTRs. We used the loss proposed
in [Liu et al., 2018], which can handle censored data well.
We used a 3-layer MLP with ReLU [Nair and Hinton, 2010]
(more specifically, D-100-1) as the prediction model f for
CTR-D, CTR-K, and CTR-N. In CTR-N, we used a 4-layer
MLP with ReLU (more specifically, D-100-100-100) as g in
Eq. (5), where the final layer is the softmax function for nor-
malization. More details on the implementation, such as the
definitions for states in CTR-D and CTR-K, are provided in

the appendix. Note that we could not use CTR-D for real-
world EHR experiments since we needed to handle a large
number of attributes, which would cause a combinatorial ex-
plosion for K. For example, when D = 37 and we set the
number of segments to 100, K becomes 10037, where one of
our real-world datasets containsD = 37 number of attributes.
Methods compared. The proposed method was com-
pared with four state-of-the-art methods: RankSVX [Liu
et al., 2018], LSTM, Transformer [Luo et al., 2020], and
ODERNN [Rubanova et al., 2019], where the loss for each
method is the same as CTRs, and the number of hidden states
in each model is the same as CTR-N. They are based on the
time-series representation with the stay time d treated as an-
other column for the input time series. Details on their imple-
mentation are provided in the appendix.
Combinations of CTR-N and compared methods. In
real-world EHR experiments, we also examined combina-
tions of CTR-N with the compared methods LSTM, Trans-
former, and ODERNN (CTR+LSTM, CTR+Transformer,
and CTR+ODERNN, respectively). In these combinations,
the representation just before the final linear layer of each
model was extracted, concatenated with CTR z as a single
vector, and fed into the prediction model f(z). They were
trained in an end-to-end manner.
Computing infrastructure. All of the experiments were
carried out on workstations having 128 GB of memory, a
4.0-GHz CPU, and an Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU.The compu-
tational time for each method was a few hours for producing
the results for each dataset, except for ODERNN, which was
10 to 20 times slower than the other methods.

4.1 Results
We first use a synthetic dataset to investigate 1) whether the
method with CTR can indeed learn to predict what cannot
be learned without CTR. Then, real-world EHR datasets are
used to show the 2) practical effectiveness of CTR. Finally,
we show that 3) CTR enhances the prediction performance,
especially for EHR with relatively longer observation peri-
ods, where cumulative health conditions are more crucial for
MET. Details on the datasets are provided in the appendix.
Synthetic. The Synthetic dataset was generated on the ba-
sis of our assumed nature, i.e., the cumulative stay-time for
each state leads to the development of a disease. The num-
ber of records was N = 1, 000, the observation length for
each record was M = 10, and the number of attributes was
D = 2. The observation intervals varied between records.
We addressed large (K = 100), medium (K = 49), and
small (K = 25) numbers of states settings in data generation.
The results are shown in Fig. 4-(a), where the bars represent
the means of the C-index across 5-fold cross-validation, and
the confidence intervals are standard errors. We show the re-
sults with the small (K = 25) number of states here, and
the others are provided in the appendix. We can see that the
overall performance of the proposed method was significantly
better than those of the compared methods, which demon-
strates that the proposed method with CTR can learn what
cannot be learned without CTR well. Note that we used mul-
tiple settings for CTR-D: the same number of statesK for the
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data generation (CTR-D-True), Kd− 1 (CTR-D-Minus), and
Kd + 1 (CTR-D-Plus), where Kd ≡ 2

√
K. We used CTR-

D-True as the reference when we knew the true CTR; it thus
should achieve the highest score. CTR-K and CTR-N were
better than CTR-D with the wrong number of states even if
the error was 1, which demonstrates that CTR-K and CTR-N
have a better generalization capability than CTR-D against
data variation. CTR-N performed the best, which demon-
strates that CTR-N learns states from data well.

Physionet. The Physionet dataset is a publicly available
real-world EHR dataset (Physionet Challenge 2012 [Silva et
al., 2012]). The number of records was N = 8, 000, and the
number of attributes was D = 37. The observation intervals
varied between records. The results for the MET prediction
task for patient death are shown in Fig. 4-(b) with the same
configuration as the results of the Synthetic dataset. The per-
formances of the methods with CTR were better than those
of the methods without CTR by a sufficient margin in terms
of standard error. These results demonstrate that CTR can
improve the C-index in the MET prediction problem with
real-world EHR. We omitted the results with CTR-K since
it was always worse than CTR-N. CTR-N achieved the best
performance on average in comparison with the single mod-
els. In addition, when looking at results for combinations of
CTR-N and other models, CTR+LSTM, CTR+Transformer,
and CTR+ODERNN, we can see that adding CTR-N to these
models improved their performance further, which shows the
high modularity of CTR to work complementarily with other
models. This shows that CTR and the time-series models cap-
tured different temporal natures in real-world EHR. We can
automatically determine which type of temporal natures to
take into account with the training dataset by training the pre-
diction model f , which is put on top of these models.

Case study. The above experiments on two different
datasets have shown that the methods with CTR have supe-
rior prediction performance compared with the state-of-the-
art methods for MET prediction from EHR. Here, we show a
real healthcare use-case, where we predict the onset of com-
plications with diabetes mellitus from a real-world big EHR
database. We used datasets provided by one of the largest
hospitals in Japan that has maintained a big database of
more than 400, 000 patients since 2004 [Makino et al., 2019;
Inaguma et al., 2020]. We worked with six datasets for
six kinds of complications of diabetes mellitus: hyperosmo-
lar (HYP), nephrology (NEP), retinopathy (RET), neuropa-
thy (NEU), vascular disease (VAS), and other complications
(OTH), each of which has over N = 15, 000 records. The
number of attributes was D = 26, and the observation in-
tervals and lengths varied between records. In this scenario,
ODERNN, which is 10 to 20 times slower than the other
methods, did not meet the practical needs for this large-scale
dataset. Thus, we here show a comparison between the pro-
posed method and the second-best baseline, LSTM, in exper-
iments with the Synthetic and Physionet datasets. The results
of the mean and standard error of the C-index across 5-fold
cross-validation are listed in Table 1. For most of the six tasks
having over 15, 000 samples each, the performances of the
methods with CTR were better than LSTM by a sufficient

LSTM CTR-N CTR+LSTM

HYP 0.589±0.026 0.612±0.026 0.583±0.036
NEP 0.689±0.012 0.739±0.010 0.708±0.007
RET 0.717±0.013 0.721±0.026 0.745±0.008
NEU 0.569±0.023 0.608±0.020 0.600±0.020
VAS 0.503±0.035 0.481±0.013 0.534±0.022
OTH 0.718±0.015 0.741±0.020 0.734±0.011

Average 0.664 0.687 0.688

Table 1: Comparison of C-index in case study (higher is better).
Confidence intervals are standard errors. Best results are in bold.
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Figure 5: Analysis of performance improvement over different ob-
servation periods (higher is better).

margin in terms of standard error. Complications of diabetes
mellitus are known to develop due to time-cumulative effects
for vessels with an unhealthy status. The results showed that
our explicit mechanisms are essential to learning such effects
to achieve higher prediction performance.

Performance analysis on different observation periods.
We further analyzed the performance improvements of the
methods with CTR compared with LSTM over different ob-
servation periods by using the Case study dataset containing
EHR with more extended periods. We plotted the mean im-
provements of the C-index between them for data with differ-
ent observation periods, as shown in Fig. 5, where the confi-
dence intervals are standard errors of the improvements. The
right region in the figure show the results for data with longer
observation periods. It shows that CTR improved the perfor-
mance, especially for data with relatively longer observation
periods, where cumulative health conditions are more crucial
for MET prediction.

5 Conclusion
We proposed a cumulative stay-time representation, CTR, for
a novel representation of EHR. CTR can efficiently handle
the situation in which the development of some disease is re-
lated to the cumulative stay-time of a specific patient’s health
conditions, e.g., non-communicable diseases. We developed
three variations of CTR with discrete states, continuous states
with kernel functions, and continuous states with neural net-
works. In particular, CTR with neural networks, CTR-N, is
practical because it has scalability handling high-dimensional
data and can be learned from data for flexibility in adjusting
to the target data. An experimental evaluation demonstrated
that the method with CTR performed better than the methods
without CTR. Application to domains other than EHR will be
an interesting avenue for future work.
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